Chapter members Ted Atkinson and Bill Brierley, Viega, LLC will introduce the new MegaPress and MegaPress G systems for installing schedule 5 - schedule 40 black steel pipe in sizes 1/2" to 2".

The systems make secure water-tight and air-tight connections in fewer than seven seconds. The system does not require threading or cutting oils with black iron systems.

Since the Viega MegaPress and MegaPressG systems are flameless, they are safer than traditional systems and eliminate the need for hot permits.

The systems are clean, as they require no welding rods or cutting oils. The Viega MegaPress and MegaPressG systems can be installed under flow conditions, which help with maintenance or emergency repair jobs, and reduce costly downtime by decreasing plant shutdowns. In addition, the press technology for both new systems maintains the structural integrity of the pipe.

The lunch is $20.00, non-members, company employees, guests are always invited. Please RSVP to Bill Laub by Tuesday, January 22, 2013. If you RSVP and get on Bill's list you get one free raffle ticket.